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ABSTRACT. Parametrizations of a deformation (over a complete local ring)

of an irreducible algebroid curve are studied. With these parametrizations anoth-

er definition of equisingularity (equivalent to the known ones) is given, by using

their characteristic numbers. These methods are also used in the complex analy-

tic case. The following applications of these techniques are given: a proof of the

existence of a versal equisingular deformation in the complex analytic case; a

proof that an equisingular formal family of branches is determined by its iMrun-

cation (v large enough, depending only on the characteristic of the special fiber).

Introduction. We study certain questions of the theory of equisingular defor-

mations of an irreducible plane curve. The theory of equisingularity (or equiva-

lence) for plane curves was initiated (at least in modern language) by Zariski [15,

I and II]. In the irreducible case, a possible approach to this theory is the use of

parametrizations (or Puiseux expansions) of a given branch and their characteristic

pairs (or numbers); see [15, III, §3], [16, §4]. Thus, a natural approach to study-

ing equisingular deformations of a branch is by using parametrizations, but defined

over rings rather than a field. Probably several people considered this approach;

for instance in a Harvard University seminar in the spring of 1972, Mumford pre-

sented some basic definitions of an equisingular deformation theory based on Pui-

seux expansions and proved that the corresponding functor is isomorphic to Wahl's

functor (cf. [13]; here we present a different proof). However, as far as we know,

no systematic study of parametrizations over complete local rings has been pre-

sented, and that is what we do in §§1 and 2. The theory has some nice features;

for instance it allows us to make very explicit computations (hopefully this could

help to better understand certain problems, like questions of prorepresentability,

automorphisms of deformations, dimensions, etc.), and the convergent case can be

treated with similar methods. In §4 we discuss the complex analytic case. As an

application of these methods, we give, in §3, an elementary proof that a formal

equisingular family of branches (cf. Definition 3.1) is determined by its p-trunca-
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tion for u large enough and depending only on the characteristic of the special

curve. In §4 there is another application: we give a simple proof of the existence

of a versal complex analytic equisingular deformation of a branch which does not

use the convergence arguments that are common in theorems of this type.

The influence on this paper of Zariski's work on equisingularity is obvious.

Aside from his published articles, we found extremely helpful some of his oral ex-

positions on the subject.

Finally, we want to thank the referee for a large number of suggestions and

corrections on a previous version of this work. (There are too many to enumer-

ate.)

0. Notations and terminology. Throughout this work, k will be an algebrai-

cally closed field of characteristic zero. The category of complete local ^-algebras,

with residue field k, with the usual k-algebra homomorphisms (which are necessari-

ly local) as morphisms, will be donoted by Ac; its full subcategory of finite dimen-

sional algebras (as fc-vector spaces) by A. Given a category C, the class of objects

of C will also be denoted by C. Given a local ring A, r(A) denotes the maximal

ideal of A. The ring of formal power series in the variables xt,... ,xn with co-

efficients in the ring A is denoted by A[[xx,. . . , *„]].

Given a power series <p, its order is denoted by o(tp). If $ = 2J!lm&jf',

where bm    0, then we say that bm is the initial coefficient of tp. If A G Ac,/G

A[[xx,. .. , xn]], then res(/) denotes the power series in k[[xl,. . . , xn]] ob-

tained from / by replacing each coefficient by its image (under the canonical ho-

momorphism) in k. Given <p EA[[t'\\, its reduced order, denoted by ö~(v?)> is the

order of res(<p). Thus, oQp) = b~Qp) means that the initial coefficient of y is a unit.

Given an irreducible power series fQ G k[[x, y]], the scheme X0 —

Spec(fc[[jc, y]}J(f0)) is called an algebroid branch, or simply a branch. Sometimes,

in an abuse of language, we shall call the ring k[[x, y]]/(f0), itself, a branch, or we

may even talk about "the branch fQ".

1. Deformations and parametrizations. Throughout §§1 and 2,/0 will de-

note an irreducible power series in k[[x, y]].

Definition 1.1 (a). Let A G Ac; a deformation of /0 over A is a series /G

A[[x, y]] such that /(0, 0) = 0 and f0 = res(/). (b) Two deformations /,/' of/„

over A are said to be similar if there are series u, a, ß in A[[x, y]], where a- x,

ß -y G M[[x, y]] (M = r(A)) and u is a unit such that

u(x, y)f'(a{x, y), ß(x, y)) = f(x, y).

Remark 1.2. The usual word in this kind of situation is "equivalent" rath-

er than "similar". Since we shall talk later "equivalent curves" in the sense of

Zariski (see [15,1]) we deviate from the usual terminology to avoid confusion.
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Definition 1.3. (i) Let f(x,y) E A[[x, y]], where A E Ac. A parametriza-

tion of /is a pair (</>, i/>) of power series in A[[t]] such that:

(a) fw), ii(t)) = o, m = m = o.
(b) The greatest common divisor of the exponents of t in res(^) and res(i//),

with nonzero coefficient, is 1; i.e., fc[[res(^), res(i|/)]] is not contained in ^[[f1]]

for any s > 1.

(ii) A parametrization (<p,    is called strict if the initial coefficients of ^

and \p are units.

Definition 1.4. Two parametrizations (</?, i/0, (</, \p') of/are called asso-

ciated if (</, ip') is obtained from (/>, i/-) by a substitution t —► a(r) = dxt +

d2t2 + . . . , where dy is a unit.

Recall that if A E Ac and u is a unit of A, then, for any natural number n,

there are nth roots of u in A.

Proposition 1.5. Let f EA\[x,y]] and (</>, \b) a parametrization of f,

where o(<p) = b~(<p) = n. Then there is an associated parametrization of the form

(t", <K0)- If (tn, ^'(t)) is another parametrization associated to (tp, 4>), then

ip'(t) = ^(wt), where w is an nth root of 1.

Proof. The proof for the case A = k given in [14, p. 95, Theorem 2.2], ap-

plies without changes (all we need is the existence of nth roots of units of A).

Proposition 1.6. Let A E A, fE A[[x, y]] be a deformation of /„, (i//, <p)

a parametrization off, p: A[[x, y]] —* A[[t]] the homomorphism satisfying

p{x) = ^, piy) = *,? = Ker(p), A[[>P, *>]] = Im(p). Then:

(a) P = (/)•

(b) For any ideal I of A, the canonical map a(I): A[[4>, ̂]] ®A All —*

All[[ii', </?']] iwhere 4/' (resp. $') is obtained from \p (resp. tp) by reducing the co-

efficients mod I) is an isomorphism.

Proof. We shall prove (a) and (b) simultaneously by induction on / =

dimkM, where M = r(A).

In the case / = 0, i.e., A = k, (b) is trivial and (a) is well known, since P

must be a prime ideal of height one in the unique factorization domain k[[x, y]].

Now we need

Lemma 1.7. The following statements are equivalent:

(a) of Proposition 1.6;

(c) A[[x, y]]/P is A-flat.

Proof of Lemma 1.7. The implication (a) =» (c) is well known since

A[[x, y]]/(f) is ,4-flat [8, 20.F]. To show that (c) ■» (a), note that clearly fE ?,

hence we have a commutative diagram:
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0 — (f) ->A[[x, y]]     A[[x,yWifi 0
[i lid [a

0— P ^A[[x,y]]-^A[[x,y]]/P -+0

(where i is an inclusion). Tensoring with k (over A) we get, using the fact that

v4[[x,^]]/p w A[[ip, ip]] and (c), a commutative diagram with exact rows:

o — C/o) —     ^]]—C^H*.yWif)) <s>Ak^o
l*o i id j<* ® 1

0 -+ P ® * -r>*[[x,.y]] -* G4[[x, j]]/P) ®^ k -* 0

We claim that i0 is an isomorphism. It is clearly injective. To see that it is onto,

let ip0 = res((£), \jjQ = res(i/0 (note that (i//0, y0) is a parametrization of /0) and

Po: klix' yu ~*     De siven by Po(*)= '/'o' PoM =    Then we see that

Ker(p0) = (f0). Obviously, ?k[[x, y]] C Ker(p0) = (/0). We have

Ob) =/VC/o)) C/(P ®k)= ?k[[x,y]} C (/0).

Since / is injective, /„ is onto.

Then a ® 1 is an isomorphism, i.e., A[[x, y]]/(f) and /4[[jc, j>]]/P are iso-

morphic mod M. Since M is a nilpotent ideal and A[[x, y]]/P is /4-flat, it follows

that a is an isomorphism [10, Lemma 3.3]. Hence, (/0) = P. This proves the

lemma.

Continuation of the proof of 1.6. Now we prove the inductive step.

Assume the assertions (a), (b) are true for any A' such that dimkr(A') < /. Let

A G A, where dim r(A) = I. First, we prove (b). Let I be any ideal of A, set

A' = A/I, a = a(I). It is immediate that a is surjective. To see that a is also in-

jective, it suffices to show: given g G j4[[x, .y]], if its image g in A'[[x, y]] satis-

fies g\ii', <p') = 0, then g(\jj, ip) = Em^-i// V, with mi{- G I, Vi,/. (This follows

from the fact that A' is a finite ^-algebra.   Hence A[[\j/, <p]] ® A  A' =

^[[irS d] ®4 ̂ ' and (2~0s,.) ® 1 = 2~0tef ® 1).) Consider such a g. By the

induction hypothesis (a), the relation g'Qp', ip') implies the existence of an ti G

A'[[x, y]] such that g = h'f', where /' is the image of/in yl'[[x, jy]]. Lifting to

■4[[x, ̂ ]], we get a relation g-hf= "Zm^yl,     G /. By making x = i}/,y =

ip, we get g(i//, <p) = 2mfy^ V» afid (b) is true. Now we show (c) of Lemma 1.7,

which is equivalent to (a). Write B = A[[ty, <p]]; we shall see that B is .4-flat. By

using the infinitesimal criterion (see [8, 20.C]), it is enough to check the following:

let e G A, e   0 such that eM = 0, / = (e),Ai = AlJ; then (i) B ®A Ax is Ar

flat, (ii) /: / ®^ B —*■ JB is injective. To see (i), note that by (b) (which was al-

ready proved), B ®A At = At[[\pt, <£,]] (where ili,,^ are \p, \p, respectively,

mod /). But iimkr{A{) < I; hence, by induction hypothesis (a) (or (c)),B ®A

Ax is.4,-flat. To check (ii), consider an element of Ker(/)- It can be written as

e ® gi^i,<p),gE A[[x, y]], where egty, <p) = 0. Write g = 2(cf/ + mij)xiyi,
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where ctj G k, mtj G M. Let q(t) =        V G A[[t]]. The condition eM = 0

implies 0 = eg(\p(t), >p(t)) = q(t); hence ies(q) = 0, i.e., all the coefficients of q

are in M. Then, writing <p0 = res(«p), $0 = res(i//), Zc^^ = resfa) = 0. By in-

duction (actually by (a) in the case A = k), we have 0 = "Zc^y'—

f0(x, y)hQ(x,y); lifting this to we get Zc^'y1 -f(x, y)h(x, y) =

'Lrijxiyi, where rtf G M, Vi/. By making x = \J/,y = <p, we get 2cfj >//V -

Erqtj/ty. Hence, g(\jj, <p) = Zfy^V. where siy = rf/ +     G M, Vi/- But (e) ®^

ß is a finite 5-module. As B is complete, (e) ®^ B is separated in the W-adic to-

pology (M = r(A)). Hence e ® £(i//, if) = £/,/(>«€ ®. </> V) = 0 (because eM = 0).

Thus, both (a) and (b) hold for /I and the propostition is proved.

Proposition 1.8. Let A G Ac, I an ideal of A such that A' = All G A, fa

deformation of f0 over A, (^, v>) a parametrization off, and if>' (resp.     ^ (resp.

<p) mod /.   77?ert there is a canonical isomorphism A[[\p, \p\\ ®A A' —»

AW, /]]•

Proof. Apply the argument of the proof of (b) in the inductive step of

1.6, taking into account that 1.6(a) holds for ^4'[[^', <p']\, because A' G A.

Theorem 1.9. We keep the notations and assumptions of Proposition 1.5,

except that now A is assumed to be in Ac. Tlien the following (equivalent) state-

ments hold:

(a) A[[x, y]]/P is A-flat.

(b) P = CO = ideal generated by f.

Proof. First, we see the equivalence of (a) and (b). The implication (b) =>

(a) is well known (see Lemma 1.7). To see that (a) implies (b) we consider the

exact sequence of A -modules, 0 —* A' —► Bl(f) —+ B/P —*■ 0, where B =

A[[x, y]]. After tensoring with A/M', where M = r(A) and i any natural number,

the sequence remains exact (since B/P is .4-flat). But, by 1.7 and 1.8, the new se-

quence is isomorphic to

0 — K/U'K — AlW[Wt, A/MM,, </>,]] -> 0

(where i//,,    are the canonical images of    ip respectively). Hence K/M'K = 0.

It follows that K* = 0, where K* is the completion of A' with respect to {M'A'},

i=l,2,... . But if W = r(B), then f|," j hi'K = (0) (since B is complete, hence

a Zariski ring). Hence K is separated in the M-topology, and K C K* = (0) im-

plies K = 0, i.e., P = (f).

To show (a), by the infinitesimal criterion it suffices to check that the A/M'-

modules B ®A A/M1 are flat for all i > 1. But (calling At = A/Ui+l) we have,

by 1.8, isomorphisms B ®At^ ^4,-[[^f, <p,]]. Since A, G A for all i > 0, we are

done by Proposition 1.6(a).

Remark 1.10. Let A G Ac, <p(t) be a power series in A[[t]] without constant
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term, n a positive integer. Consider Hf-jO* - v>(e'?)), where e is a primitive nth

root of 1. Then clearly this series is of the form h(tn,y) E A[[t",y]]. Let x =

t". The series h(x, y) is called the series associated to if", ip(t)). If (t", <p) satis-

fies Definition 1.2 (b), then clearly (/", <p) is a parametrization of h. Note also

that h(x, y) = yn + ^to/1-1 + . . . + £„(*), 5,.(jc) £ A[[x]], B,(0) = 0,i =

1,. .. , n. Moreover, if (t", ip) is a parametrization of /, where / is a deformation

of /0, then, by Theorem 1.9, there is a unit u £ .4 [fx, y]] satisfying «/= A.

From this and the Weierstrass preparation theorem, it follows that h is the unique

Weierstrass pseudopolynomial associated to /. In particular, if (tm, <p') is another

parametrization of /, then n = m = degree of the pseudopolynomial associated to

/

In the following proposition, we are indebted to the referee for a simplifica-

tion of its proof.

Proposition 1.11. Let A £ Ac, / £ A [[x, y]] be a deformation of f0,

(T, v?) a parametrization /, where o(T) = b~(T). Then any other parametrization

(W, i/O off, where o(N) = ö~(N), is associated to (T, <p).

Proof. By Proposition 1.5 and Remark 1.10 we may assume T = hi = t".

Note that 1.11 is an easy consequence of 1.10 if A is an integral domain; in fact,

if w is a primitive nth root of 1, then 0 = f(t", \b(t)) = II("=1(i//(r) - ipfw't)) in

the domain A[[t]], hence \p(t) = <p(w't), for some /.

For the general proof, we shall show that there is an nth root w of 1, such

that y(wt) = \p(t). Consider two cases:

Case 1. A £ A, i.e., dimfcr(>l) < °°. We induct on / = dimfcr04). For / = 0

we have A = k, an integral domain, and we see that the assertion is true. For the

inductive step, given A £ A, consider a small extension p: A —► A', i.e., p is onto,

Ker(p) = I = (e), where er(A) = 0. Let ip' (resp. ty1) be induced by <p (resp. ^)

in .4'[[?]]. By induction we have <p'(wi) = \jj'(t), where w £ k, wn = 1. Let

^i(0 = ^(wr); we show ̂  = ^. But <px - ^ = ea, a £ k[[t]] because <Pj =

mod/, and eM = 0. Hence, a simple computation gives

0 = fit",     = /(*",* + ea) = eB(a%)/0(f", *0),

where ^0 = res(^). But ö/0(r", ^0)/3y ¥= 0, since (r", ^0) is a parametrization

of the branch /0. Hence a = 0, i.e., <pt = ^.

Cbrse 2. A £ Ae. Let M = r(A). By Case 1, there is an nth root w such that

tfwt) = ^(f)(mod Mm), Vm. Hence, tfwt) = iKf) by Krull's theorem.

The following is an easy consequence of 1.11, and we omit the proof.

Corollary 1.12. Let A, /,(I\<p) be as in 1.11,/an ideal ofA, A'' = A/I,

/' the deformation over A' induced by f. Then any parametrization (W', v>') of /',

where o(W') — ö(W'), can be lifted to a parametrization of f.
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2. Equisingular deformations. The classical definition of the characteristic of

a parametrization over a field can be applied to the case of rings.

Definition 2.1 [16, p. 289]. Let AG Ac,fGA[[x,y]],(tn, i//), ̂  =

Sa,.?', be a parametrization of /. The characteristic of (r", tfO, denoted ch(r", \p),

is the sequence of numbers (n; ßx.ßg), where the ßj are defined by the fol-

lowing conditions:

(a) n >(n, 0j> > . .. >(n, ß{,. . . , ßg) = 1 (where < > denotes greatest

common divisor).

(b) a0.*O,j = \,...,g.

(c) ßj is minimum, i.e., if ßt,..., j3y_j have been defined, and <n, ßx, .. .,

0;-_!> > 1, then ßj is the smallest q such that a?   0 and (n, ßx,. . . , fy.j) >

<«,ßj,.. . ,ßhl,q).
In the classical case (when the base is a field), an important result about

characteristics is the inversion formula. This result remains valid when we replace

a field by A G Ac. We have

Theorem 2.2 (Inversion formula). Let fGA[[x, y]], fa,    a parame-

trization off, if> = antn + ...,\p = bmtm + ..., a„, bm units, let (/", #,),

tm) be associated to (</>, ip), and(n;ß1.ßg), (m; ß\, . . . , jJj,) be their

respective characteristics. Then: (z)ifn<m<ßl, then h = g + l,ß\ = n,

ß'v+1 = ßv + n - m, v = 1,. . . ,g; (b) in all other cases, g = h and ß'v = ßv +

n-m,v= 1,. . . ,g.

Proof. The proof given by Abhyankar [2] applies without changes. In

fact, that proof works when we replace a field by a ring having the property that

given a unit u and a positive integer p, then u1/p exists in the ring. Any AG Ac

has this property.

For the rest of §2 we shall assume that the ̂ -axis is not tangent to XQ =

Spec k[[x, y]]/(f0), i.e., that o(f0(x,y)) = o(f0(0,y)) = n. This is not a loss of

generality since /„ is irreducible and, hence, has only one tangent line; so by inter-

changing x and y (if necessary) we may make the above assumption.

Definition 23. Assume / is a deformation of /0 to A G Ac which admits

a parametrization ((£, i//). We shall say that the parametrization is equisingular if:

(a) n = o(/0) = o(<p) = öfa) < o(i/0.
(b) There is a parametrization (tn, \p') associated with fa, ^/) such that

ch(f", V) = ch(f", res(i//')).

In this definition, apparently one is giving a privileged role to the variable x.

If also o(i//) = o(i//) = n, this is not reasonable. But one easily sees by using the

inversion formula that if this is the case, then fa, \(/) is equisingular, in the sense

of 2.3, if and only if there is a parametrization fa', tn) associated with fa, ^)
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such that ch(</, f") = ch(res(<p'), t").

Note that by Proposition 1.11, if a deformation admits an equisingular para-

metrization (tn, <p); then any other parametrization (t",<p') will be equisingular of

the same characteristic.

Definition 2.4. (a) A deformation / of /„ over A E Ac is called P-equisin-

gular if it admits an equisingular parametrization.

(b) If /is a P-equisingular deformation of f0, the characteristic of /is

ch(t", ip), where (tn, f>) is any equisingular parametrization of /.

Lemma 2.5. Given A' E ob(Ac), A = A'/I (a quotient of A'), f E A[[x,y]]

a deformation of f0 admitting a parametrization (/", <p), there is a deformation

/' E A'[[x, y]] off0, parametrized by (f", <p'), such that /' and <p' reduce to f

and <p mod / respectively, and o(<p) = o(<p'). If(t", <p) is equisingular, (tn, </) can

be taken equisingular.

Proof. Let h = n"_,(v - ifi{eixl,n)) (e a primitive nth root of 1) be the

series associated to (tn, <p). Then uh = / is a unit by 1.9 and 1.10. Lift u,tp =

2aff' to power series u, y' = SaJ.f' over A', taking care to take a\ — 0 if at = 0.

Then/' = uh' (where h' is associated with (tn, </)) and <p' clearly satisfy the re-

quirements.

Remark 2.6. Note that if A —»• A' is a homomorphism in Ac and f E

A[[x,y]] is a P-equisingular deformation of f0 to A, there is a naturally induced

equisingular deformation f of /0 over    defined in an obvious way.

Now we proceed to compare Definition 2.4 with other definitions of equi-

singularity.

Remark 2.7. (a) Zariski has defined a notion of equisingularity of deforma-

tions (which we shall call Z-equisingularity) valid for f0 not necessarily irreducible,

but restricted to the case when the "parameter ring" A is regular. We recall the

definition in the case of a branch /„ (see [16]). Assume / is a deformation of /„

over A, o(f0(x, y)) = o(f0(Q,y)), i.e., x is a transversal parameter and A E Ac is

regular. Let X = SpecG4[[x, v]]/(/)), Y = SpecG4[[*]]), p: X -+Y the projec-

tion induced by A[[x]] —► A[[x, y]]/(f). Then the following assertions are equiv-

alent.

(i) The branch locus of p equals V(x), the set of zeros of the parameter x.

(ii) The characteristic of the branches defined by /0 E k[[x, y]] and /E

K[[x, y]] (K an algebraic closure of A) are the same. (The characteristic of a

branchy [with the^-axis not tangent to it] is ch(f", <p) for any parametrization

(/", tp) of g. It is a well-defined notion [16, §4]. Thus, (ii) says that the "special

curve" /0 and the "generic curve" / are equivalent [as curves defined over K]. See

[16] for details.)
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(b) J. Wahl [13], has introduced another notion of equisingularity along a

section (valid for /0 not necessarily irreducible, and any A E Ac) essentially by re-

quiring, in a suitable sense, equhnultiplicity of the original deformation of its "re-

duced total transform", of the reduced total transform of this, etc. Actually, we

do not need the precise definition, but the following two results found in [13]

(from now on W-equisingular will mean equisingular, in Wahl's sense, along the triv-

ial section).

(i) Keeping the notations of (a), if /is a deformation of f0 over a regular

ring A, then /is W-equisingular if and only if it is Z-equisingular.

(ii) Given A' = All (A', A in Ac) and a W-equisingular deformation /' of

/0 over A', then /' can be lifted to a W-equisingular deformation /of /0 over A.

Theorem 2.8. Let fbe a deformation of f0 over A g Ac. Then f is P-equi-

singular if and only if it is W-equisingular.

Proof. Consider first the case in which A is regular. Then, by 2.7(b)(i),

the notions of W- and P-equisingularity coincide. If / is P-equisingular, then it im-

mediately follows that the curves /0 and fEK[[x, y]] (K an algebraic closure of

A) have the same characteristic; hence, / is Z-equisingular. Assume now / is Z-

equisingular. We may assume, after interchanging x and y if necessary, that

o(f0(x, v)) = o(f0(0,y)) = n. By 2.7(a)(i) we conclude, using Abhyankar's lem-

ma [1, Theorem 4], that the normalization of v4[[x]] in the field of fractions of

B = A[[x, y]]/(f) is ̂ 4[[x]][r], where t" = x, and clearly contains B. Then we ob-

tain a parametrization x = tn,y = 26,-r', bt EA. It is elementary to see that the

assumption of Z-equisingularity (see 2.7(a)(ii)) implies that this is an equisingu-

lar parametrization, in the sense of (2.3). Hence,/is P-equisingular.

Consider now the general case. Let / be a W-equisingular deformation of f0

over A E Ac. Write A = R/l, where RE Ac and is regular. Lift / to a W-equisin-

gular deformation g of/0 over R. By the regular case, g is P-equisingular. Hence

its pull-back / is P-equisingular. The other implication is similar (using Lemma 2.5

and the fact that the pull-back of a W-equisingular deformation is W-equisingular).

Theorem 2.8 is proved.

By Remark 2.6, given a branch /0 we may define a functor P: Ac —* (Sets)

by

?(A) = {P-equisingular deformations of /0}/similarity.

By Theorem 2.8, together with the fact that any deformation of /0, equisin-

gular in Wahl's sense, js similar to one which is equisingular along the trivial sec-

tion (see [13]), it follows that P is isomorphic to Wahl's equisingular deformations

functor. Since this has a smooth hull, it follows:

Corollary 2.9. V has a smooth hull.
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Remark 2.10. It is not difficult to give a direct proof of 2.9, independent

of [13], by using Schlessinger's criterion. See also Remark 5.8 where a versal de-

formation is constructed with other methods.

To finish this section, we shall extend to our situation another classical con-

cept of the theory of branches. Let B = k[[x, y]], (t",ip) be a parametrization

of/„ (then £/(/„) * k[[tn, <p]] C k[[t]]). The set {m G Z/m = o(g), g G

k[[t", <£]]} is a semigroup independent of the chosen parametrization of /0; we

denote it by 5(5). It is also known that this semigroup depends only on the char-

acteristic of/0; i.e., if/0 and f'0 have the same characteristic, then S(B/f0) =

S(B//q). In particular, if fQ & k[[x, y]] and k CK, another algebraically closed

field, then S(k[[x, y]]/(fQ)) = S(K[[x, y]Y(f0)).

Thus given a characteristic c = (n; p\, . . . , ßg) (i.e., a sequence of numbers

such that for some branch /„, c is the characteristic of /0), we can define S(c) in

an obvious way.

Similarly, given a deformation / of /0 over A, with a parametrization (t", <p),

consider the semigroup [m G Zlm = o(g) = b~(g), some g G -r4[[/n, </>]]}. As a con-

sequence of Proposition 1.11, this semigroup is independent of the parametrization

and is denoted S(A[[x, y]]/(f)).

Theorem 2.11. Let fbe an equisingular deformation of f0 over A G ob(Ac).

Then S(A[[x, y]]/(f)) = S(k[[x, y]]/(f0)).

Proof. Call B0 - k[[x, y]]/(f0), B = A[[x, y]]/(f). Let (f?) be an

equisingular parametrization of /; then (t", y0) (ip0 = resfa)) is a parametrization

of /0. The inclusion S(B) CS(B0) is clear from the definitions.

To see that the equality holds, note that we may assume A regular. In fact,

assume the result true for regular rings, then write A = Rll, R regular, and lift

/, (?", ip) to g, (tn, i/>'), where g is an equisingular deformation of /0 over R and

(tn, <f>) is a parametrization of g. Then we get a diagram of subsets of Z,

5(C) 5(5)

A 2i
S(B0)

where C = R[[x, y]]/(g). By our assumption, / is an equality, hence, / must also

be an equality.

So, assume A regular, of maximal ideal M. By contradiction suppose 5t =

S(B0)\S(B) * 0, and let m be the first element of Si. Since m G 5(B0), there is

h(x, y) G k[[x, y]] such that g = h(tn, <p0) = tm + higher. Since k C A, we can

view h as an element of A[[x, y]] and take

(1) g - Ktn, *>) = am xtm 1 + higher,    am x + 0.
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We have ml < m and, since g = g (mod M), am is a unit. If m = mx, then m G

S(B), a contradiction, and we are done. So assume m, <m. Consider the gener-

ic curve of the family defined by / (i.e., Spec(5) —* Spec(/1)) defined over the

field K, an algebraic closure of A, by the equation / = 0 (we follow the termino-

logy of [15, II]). (1) shows that m1 G S(K[[x, y]]/f). But by Theorem 2.8 and

Remark 2.7(a), the branches K[[x, y]]/(f) and K[[x, y]]/(f0) are equivalent.

Hence, they have the same semigroup, and m, G S(K[[x, y]Yf0) = S(B0). Since

mx < m, by minimality of m we have mY G S(E). Thus, we can find gx G B,

gi = tmx + . . . . Hence^-ami^ = (bm2tm2 + . .. )G5,m2 <mv Note

that the coefficient of tm is a unit because amj GM; hence m2 < m. If m2 —

m, we have a contradiction. If m2 < m, we proceed as before to get g2 G B,

g2 = t™2 + . . . . Continuing in this way, after a finite number of steps we ar-

rive at a series tm + . . . G B, a contradiction.

Recall that given a subring 5 of k[[t]] (such that fc[[r]] is a finite 5-module)

the conductor of B in fc[[r]] (i.e. the set of elements b of B such that 6fc[[r]] C

B) is of the form (?d)fc[[r]] for some integer d > 0. This number d is called the

degree of the conductor. If B0 = k[[t", y0]], where (r", <£0) is a parametrization

of the branch /„, then d depends only on the characteristic of the branch (see,

e.g., [4, Introduction]).

Thus, we may talk about the "degree of the conductor" of a characteristic

c = («; ßj, . . . , ßg). Working over rings we have

Corollary 2.12. Let f be as in Theorem 2.11, (f^) a parametrization

off, c = (n; ßx, . . . , ßg) = ch(r", ip), d the degree of the conductor of c. If a G

A[[t]] and o(a) > d, then a EA[[t", <p]\.

Proof. Write B0 = k[[t", ^>0]] Qp0 = resfa)) and B = A[[tn, Let

a(t) = 2)lmaIr', am ¥= 0. Clearly m G S(B0), since m>d. Hence, by Theorem

2.11, m G S(B). Hence, there is am = amtm + . . . G B. We write a = am +

ßm + 1\ then o(ßm + l) > m + 1. Repeating this process and using the complete-

ness of B, we see that aEB.

Corollary 2.13 ([3, Lemma 1]). We keep the notations of Corollary

2.12.

(a) Then there is a unique polynomial P G A[t] of the form P(t) = r"1 +

2«ER V'> where « = {i£ Z'ßi <i<d,i£ 5(c)} such that A[[t", (^r)]] =

(b) There is an automorphism (f> ofA[[x, y]] such that (t", P) is a paramet-

rization of 0(/).

Proof. Let $/) = 2a(r'. Then, since ßx is the first characteristic number

and (tn, <p) is equisingular, <p(f) = Q{t) + S^^^.r', where a = a01 is a unit and
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ß(f) = Znj<ßianjtni E B. Let ip, = a~l(ip -Q)EB. Consider the first expo-

nent r such that r € R, ar # 0 and r < d. Then r E S(c); hence, there is a =

flrrr + Then in <p, - a the coefficients of f7 0 < r) are the same in

<pi, and the coefficient of tr is zero. Continuing in this way, after finitely many

steps, we get ß E B, such that <px - ß = P + y, where o(y) > c. But, by 2.12,

yEB and, hence,FEB. ThusP = Sa^f")V, and a simple argument with or-

ders shows that a0l is a unit and, hence, there is a series A(x, y) = "Lb^y',

btj E A, such that <p = A(f", P). Hence, A[[tn, P]] = B. The proof of the

uniqueness of P is also elementary and we omit it. To see (b) it suffices to take

the automorphism defined by (x, A(x, y)).

Given a characteristic c = (n; ßlf.. . , ßg), we shall write R(c) — {/ G

Z/ßi <i<d,i& S(c)}, where d = degree of the conductor of c.

3. A theorem on truncations. In this section we shall use a more geometric

language. The category of affine schemes of the form Spec(yl), where A £ Ac,

with the usual morphisms of schemes will be denoted by S.

Definition 3.1. A formal family of plane branches is a system 3 = (n, X,

Y, s) (where Y = Spec(/1) £ S, tt: X —»• Y and s: Y —> X are morphisms) such

that for some fEA[[x, y]] (with /(0, 0) = 0 and res(/) irreducible) there is a

commutative diagram

X-^Spec(A[[x,y]]/f)

A /P
r

(a an isomorphism); moreover, if s is the trivial section of p, then as = s'. We

call Z and Y the total and parameter space of 55, respectively.

For the rest of this section, the term "family" shall mean "formal family of

plane branches".

Definition 3.2. If/in diagram (1) is an equisingular deformation of/„ =

res(/), then the family is called equisingular; the characteristic of / is called the

characteristic of the family. If 5 is an equisingular family of characteristic c, we

shall say that 5 is a c-family.

Definition 3.3. We keep the notation of 3.1. The vth truncation of a

family 5 is the system 3„ = (n„, Xv, Y, s„) where Xv is the subscheme of X de-

fined by Iv+1 (/ = ideal defining s(Y)) and n„: Xv -* Y and s„: Y -> Xv are

induced by n and s, respectively.

An isomorphism of families 5; = (nt, Xit Y, s,), i = 1,2, is an ^isomor-

phism A'j —> X2 commuting with itl and st, i= 1,2. Isomorphisms of ^-trunca-

tions are defined similarly.

Theorem 3.3. Given a characteristic c = (n;ß1.ßg), there is an inte-
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ger vQ>0 with the following property : if^,G are c-families with the same param-

eter space Y, and if for some v > v0 there is an isomorphism of v-truncations,

then i} is isomorphic to G-

Remark 3.4. Note that the number v0 depends on the characteristic c

only. This theorem is well known when the parameter space of 3 and G is a

point [7, Theorem A]. Our proof follows closely the classical one, using the re-

sults of §§1 and 2.

Before the proof of 3.3, we need some preliminary results.

Remark 3.5. Recall that given Z = Spec(i4[[x, y]]), A G Ac, we can take

the blow up of Z with center Y, the subscheme defined by the ideal (x, y). It is

the union of two affines Zt = Spec^ff*,.,^]]), i = 1,2, conveniently patched.

Given /£ A[[x, y]], X the subscheme of Z defined by (/), we can take the prop-

er transform of X, which is defined over Zt by x\~!!f(x1 yltyt), over Z2 by

yisf(x2, ^2^2)' where s = o(f). Assume now that / is a deformation of an irre-

ducible /0 G k[[x, y]], admitting a parametrization (fv>), f1 = amtm + ...,

m > n.   Note that then n = o(f) = o(f(0, y)).   Consider f1(x1, yt) =

x[nf(xiyi,y\)- lfm>n, this power series has no constant term. If m = n, we

have /j(0, a„) = 0. In fact, from f(tn, <p) = 0 we get t^t", t~H<p(t)) = 0;

hence,/j(r", t~"y(f)) = 0 and, making t = 0, we have /j(0, an) = 0. So in any

case we can write fx (xj ,y1) = f'(xl ,yx - an). We note: (a) f'(x', y) is a defor-

mation of the proper transform of /0, (b) fx admits the parametrization (tn, ip'),

where t/(0 = t~n\pif) - an. The series /j, together with this parametrization, is

called the parametrized transform of the curve/(with the parametrization (t",<p)).

Similar definitions are given if /admits a parametrization (i//, r"), 0(1//) > n.

Next we prove two elementary lemmas which are used in the proof of Theo-

rem 3.3.

Lemma 3.6. LetfEA[[x, y]] be a deformation of an irreducible /„ G

kU.x> y]]> assume f admits a strict equisingular parametrization (tn, <p) (see 1.3(ii)),

and let /', parametrized by (tn,    be the parametrized transform off. If

o(<p') < «, then the initial coefficient of V is a unit.

Proof. Let the characteristic of (tn, <p) be (n; 0,, ..., ßg) and v? =

2,™ mafr' (am a unit). If m > n, then </ = l^Lmafti~n, hence, the leading co-

efficient is again am, a unit. If n = m, then we claim that in <p, at = 0 for n <

i < j3j. In fact, assume by contradiction that / is the first such index with a, #

0. Since ßx is the second characteristic number, / = qn, q > 2. Then, as we

have <p'(f) = t~nip(t)-an = a^'^" + . . . , by our assumption o(<p') < n we

get (q - l)n < n; hence, q < 2, a contradiction. Hence <p'(f) = Oß^1'" + . . . ,

and aßl is a unit (by equisingularity).
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Lemma 3.7. Let f = 2aijxiyi be a deformation (over A E Ac) of an irre-

ducible f0 E k[[x, y]], let (tn, <p), <p = amtm + . . . ,m>n,bea parametrization

off. Then: (1) a0„ is a unit of A; (2) an = n~xaQnax ,n-\ •

Proof. Write /= uh, where k is the series associated to/, and u a unit in

A[[x, y]] (use Remark 1.10). Then (1) and (2) easily follow by comparing the

forms of lowest degree of /and uh.

Remark 3.8. Recall that, given a branch /„, the set {nEZ/ a sequence of

quadratic transforms of length n desingularizes /0} is nonempty. Its minimum is

denoted o(/0). Actually, this number depends on the equivalence class of /„,

i.e., given branches f0,g0 such that ch(/0) = ch(gQ), then o(/0) = o(g0). Thus,

we may define o(c), for a characteristic c, as a(/0), where /„ is any branch such

that ch(/0) = c. See [15] for more details.

Lemma 3.9. Given a characteristic c = (n; 0j,. . . , ßg) and an integer s,

there is a number r (depending on c and s) such that iff, g are equisingular defor-

mations of c-branches f0,g0, respectively, admitting strict parametrizations (tn,

(tn, cS) (with o(<//) > n, o(co) > n), then a congruence f = g mod(x, y)r im-

plies the existence of parametrizations     u> associated with I/*, w, respectively,

such that    = u> (mod t*).

Proof. The proof is by induction on a(c). If a(c) = 0, then the curves /„,

g0 are nonsingular and the lemma is easy, by solving y in terms of t = x.

Assume 3.9 true for characteristic with a < p. Consider c with o(c) =

p > 0. Hf = g mod(x, y)n+1, then necessarily the nth coefficients of ^ and co

are equal, say to a E A. In fact, if hq denotes the sum of homogeneous terms of

degree q of a series h, we have fn = gn and a = -n_1 (coefficient of xy"-1 in

/„) (cf. Lemma 3.7). Thus the proper transforms of / and g will be /1(x1, yt)

andgl(xl, Vj), respectively, which admit parametrizations (tn, ^,), (tn, w,),

where ^^(f) = \f/(t)/tn - a, w,(f) = w(r)/V" - a. By Lemma 3.6 the initial co-

efficients of    and coj are units. These are equisingular parametrizations (clear

if o(4>) > 2n, otherwise a consequence of the inversion formula), and if c' =

ch(/t), then o(c') < o(c).

Given the integer s, let r' be the number that, by induction, corresponds to

c'. We claim that r = r' + n satisfies the requirements for c (and note that c' de-

pends only on c, not on the particular curve /). In fact, if / = g mod(jc, y)r +n,

then/j =£j mod(xl,yl)r. Then by induction there are parametrizations (/",

^z,), (rw, co',) associated with      and co,, respectively, satisfying u>\ =

ty\ mod t"~n (clear if o(^,) > n, otherwise by induction and the argument in the

proof of 1.5). Then (tn, tn(^\ + a)), (tn, tn(u\ + a)) are parametrizations of

/, g, respectively, congruent mod(fs)> and associated with   and o>, respectively
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(by Proposition 1.11). This proves the lemma.

Proof of Theorem 3.3. Let the total spaces of i5 and G correspond to

rings B = A[[x, y]]/(f) and B' = A[[x, y]]/(g), respectively (cf. Definition 3.1,

especially diagram (1) there). Consider an integer v > 0 and assume there is an

isomorphism of truncations 3„ « G„. It is easy to verify that the isomorphism

S}„ « Gv implied the existence of an automorphism 0 of A[[x, y]] and a unit u &

A[[x, y]] such that <Kf) = u -g mod(x, y)v+1.

Thus we may assume (changing the notation if necessary) that / =

g mod(x, y)v+1. Write /„ (resp. g0) for / (resp. g) reduced mod M, where M =

riA). Then we also may assume (after a linear change of coordinates, if necessary)

that the .y-axis is neither tangent to f0 nor£0, and f,g are equisingular deforma-

tions of f0,g0, respectively. Now take v > n. With this choice, we may also as-

sume that /, g admit equisingular parametrizations (tn, ip), (tn, co) and both of

them are strict. (To see this, for instance, we can assume that the x-axis is neither

tangent to /0 norg0. Hence, this series has terms x",y" with nonzero coeffi-

cients, and any parametrizations (r", ip), (tn, oS) of /, g, respectively, must satisfy

n = o(\p) — b~(\p) = o(co) = ö(co).)

Now apply Lemma 3.9 with s = d\ write vQ = r. Consider v > v0; then, by

Lemma 3.9, the series/(resp. g) has a parametrization (r", i//j) (resp. (?", coj))

with Wj =     (modtd). By Theorem 1.9,5 * A[[tn, i//J], B' * A'[[tn, coj].

We claim the right-hand sides are equal. In fact, write
oo oo

i>! (0 = P{t) + Z attK    cot (0 = Pit) + T,bitl
i=d i=d

with P a polynomial of degree less than d. But by Corollary 2.12 the series W =

2£.d«ff' and N' = 2°°=dbit' are in B and B', respectively. Hence,

A[[t",\p1 -N]] = i4[[r",w1 - W']] =A[[t",P]], and 5 is ̂ -isomorphic toB'.

It follows that 3 is isomorphic to G.

Definition 3.10. Given a characteristic c, its e-number (denoted e(c)) is the

least integer vQ satisfying the condition of Theorem 3.3.

Remark 3.11. Clearly, if we deal with nonsingular curves (a(c) = 0) then

e = 0. The converse is not true. For instance, if c = (2; 3), e(c) = 0. (It is a

characteristic with "no moduli" [3, §4].)

Definition 3.12. (a) We say that a characteristic c "has no moduli" if, giv-

en an algebraically closed field k, and any two branches of characteristic c, then

they are isomorphic over some extension of k. By Krull's generalization of the

Nullstellensatz [7, p. 365], if k is algebraically closed, uncountable, then the iso-

morphism can be taken over k. An example is c = (2, 2n + 1), n any nonnega-

tive integer, or (4; 6, 2« + 1), n > 3 [3, §4].

(b) A family 3 is trivial if it is isomorphic to a family Spec(5) —► Spec(/4),
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where B = A[[x, y]]f(f0), f0 G k[[x, y]].

Proposition 3.13. Let c be a characteristic. Then the following are equiv-

alent: (1) c has no moduli.

(2) Any c-family is trivial.

(3) e(c) = 0.

Proof. The equivalence of (2) and (3) is trivial. To show that (1) implies

(2), first assume the family t$ has a nonsingular parameter space. By equisingu-

larity, the special and generic curves of 5 are equivalent (cf. 2.7(a)), hence, by

(1), isomorphic. But Seidenberg proved [11] that in this situation the family is

trivial. The general case reduces to this one by using I^emma 2.5. Finally, to

check that (2) implies (1), take two branches Xt, i = 1,2, of the same character-

istic c = (n; flj.ßg). By Corollary 2.13 (with A = k) we may assume they

correspond to parametrizations:

(x = tn,y = tn + Ety').    '=1.2, * = /?(c).

Let {*/}»/ e -ß> be analytic indeterminates; then the families

Spec^U", tßl + Z:yf| — SpecG4f),

where At = k[[{zf - ER, i = 1,2, are equisingular and the special curves

are isomorphic to Xt, i= 1,2, respectively. By (2), these families are trivial,

hence Xt (i = 1, 2) is isomorphic (over an extension of k) to the curve paramet-

rized by (t",tß + ZjsRZjt').

4. The complex analytic case. In this section we see that the formal results

of the previous sections remain valid in the analytic (convergent) case. Now we

work over the field C of complex numbers. The ring of complex convergent pow-

er series will be denoted by C{xl ,...,*„}. By an analytic ring we mean a ring

of the form C{xl.xn}ll, I an ideal. Thus, an analytic ring is a local C-alge-

bra in a natural way. The category whose objects are analytic rings, and mor-

phisms are C-algebra homomorphisms, sending identities to identities (they are

necessarily local) is denoted by H. In this and the next section, a branch shall

mean a germ of a plane analytic curve, irreducible at its center (or, by abuse of

language, its local ring). If f0 E C{x, y} and is irreducible, the expression "the

branch /0" means the germ, at the origin, of the curve locally defined by fQ.

Branches in the sense of §0 will be called, from now on, formal branches.

Remark 4.1. Let A E ff, A = C{ut, .. ., ur}/I, II: C{u} —*■ A be the ca-

nonical map. Consider the following subset B of A[[xlf.... xn]]. A series/G
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B if it is the image of some g G C{Uj.ur>xi.xn} = ^ under the ca-

nonical map R —* A[[x1, ... , jc„]] (i.e., 2aa(u)x* —*■ 2n(aa(u))xa). It is

easy to see that B is independent of the representation A = C{«j,. . . , un}/I

that we chose. It is a subring of A[[x1, . . . , xn]] and is an analytic ring. We

shall denote it by A{xlt . .., xn}. Note that if (X,x) is an analytic germ, with

0X,x * A, then A{Xl ,...,*„}* 0XXAn ̂ x O) (0 = origin of A").

Remark 4.2. We shall need the following facts on analytic rings:

(a) If A G H, and u G A is a unit, then « has «th roots in A for any posi-

tive integer n.

(b) Analytic rings are noetherian, excellent, henselian local rings.

(c) Let A G H be reduced (i.e., without nonzero nilpotents); then A is inte-

grally closed in its completion.

(d) Let A G H,fEA{x, y}, <p, $ be in A{t}. Then the series /(ip, tf/) G

A[[t]] is in A{t}.

(e) Given ip, $ in i4{r}, there is a unique homomorphism p: A{x, y] —*

i4{f} satisfying p(x) = <p, p(y) = ^. The image of p will be denoted A{<p, i//}.

This is an analytic ring.

Points (a) and (b) are well known (see, e.g., [5]). Point (c) is a consequence

of [9, Theorem 3,126], which says that an excellent henselian reduced ring is in-

tegrally closed in its completion. Points (d) and (e) are easily verified.

With Remarks 4.1 and 4.2(a), (d), it is clear how to obtain the complex ana-

logues of (1.1) to (1.5). To extend other results we need

Lemma 4.3. Let A be an analytic ring, <p, \jj (elements of A{t}) a parametri-

zation offEA {x, y}. Then:

(a) A{t} is a finite A{<p, ip}-algebra.

(b) (A{>p, ip})~ « Ä[lp, i//]] C indicates completion with respect to the

maximal ideal).

Proof. We may assume (by analytic (1.5)) that <p = t". Then (a) is clear,

since A{t} is finite over A{t"}.

To see (b), consider the exact sequence 0 —* P—*■ A{x, y}     A{t) (where

a(x) = <p, a(y) = \b). Tensoring with A[[x, y]], and using the fact that A{t} is

A{p, uV}-flnite, we have an exact sequence

0     ?A[[x,y]] ->Ä[[x,y]] ~^A[[t]],

a(x) = <p = tn, a(y) = \p. From this the assertion easily follows.

Theorem 4.4. Let f be a deformation of an irreducible f0 G C{x, y} to

A G H which admits a parametrization x = <p(t), y = ^(r), let p: A{x, y} —> A{t)

send x into <p,y into ty. Then (a) (f) = ker(p), (b) A{<p, ty} is A-flat.

Proof. Consider the sequence of A{x, v}-modules
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0) 0^HT)-L*A{x,y}-Z+A{t},

where / is the inclusion. By 4.3(a), and the fact that analytic rings are noetherian,

all these are finite A{x, ,y}-modules. Hence, tensoring with A[[x, y]] gives

0 — CO-*Ä[[x,y]\ -£+Ä[[t]].

By 1.9, this sequence is exact. Hence, since A[[x, y]] is faithfully flat over

■A{x, y}, (1) is already exact, i.e., (a) is proved.

(b) is a general consequence of the fact that if B is local noetherian, then

B —> B is faithfully flat.

With this it is easy to obtain the complex analogue of the remaining results

of §1 and all the results of §2 from 2.1—2.5. The definition of the semigroup

S(A{x, y}/(/)) is similar to the formal case and the analogue of Theorem 2.11

holds. In fact, its proof, with minor changes, can be applied to the complex case

too. (Use the obvious fact that S(A{x, y}/(f)) C S(A[[x, y]]/(f0)), with equality

if A = C. Note that after we proved the analytic version of 2.11, we can easily

see that this inclusion is an equality for any A E //.) Corollary 2.12 also holds,

but it is not clear that the same proof can be used. We prove it in a different

way.

Proposition 4.5. Let fEA{x, y} be an equisingular deformation of the

branch f0 which admits a parametrization (t", <p). Let <p0 be the image of <p in

C{t], d the degree of the conductor of C{t} in C{tn, ip0}. Then any series g E

A {?} of order > d is in A{tn,y}.

Proof. By writing A = C{ux, . . . , ur}/I and lifting it", <p) to an equisin-

gular parametrization over C{u1, . . . , ur}, one is reduced to the case when A is

a regular ring. So assume A = C{ul, . . . , ur). Let g E A{t} of order >d. As

we saw (in 4.3(a)), g is integral over A{t", <p}. Also, by 2.12, as an element of

Mini   Aft*, <p]] = <A{tn,<p}y.
By using Remark 4.2(d), we conclude g E A{t", <p}.

Corollary 2.13 extends without problem to the analytic case.

The results of §3 hold, with minor changes (e.g., in Definition 3.1), in the

complex case. We omit the details.

5. Versal analytic equisingular deformations. In this section, we show that

any analytic branch has a versal equisingular deformation, in the following sense:

Definition 5.1. Let f0 E C{x, y} be irreducible. A pair (E, h), where E E

H and h E E{x, y} is an equisingular deformation of f0, is called a versal equisin-

gular deformation if (a) given homomorphisms (in H) at: A —*■ A' = All, ip':

E —*■ A' and an equisingular deformation / of f0 over A such that a*(f) is simi-
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lar to </*(")> then there is a homomorphism <p: E —* A such that <p*(h) is similar

to / and a<p = a', (b) In the special case when A = k[e] (dual numbers over k)

and I = (e) (i.e., A' = k), <p is uniquely determined.

Of course, there is a similar formal definition working over Ac. In this for-

mal case the existence of a versal equisingular deformation follows from the re-

sults of [10] and [13] (cf. Corollary 2.9). One could try to show the existence of

an analytic equisingular deformation by proving the convergence of the formal

one, but this probably leads to complicated computations. In this section we will

show directly the existence of the analytic deformation which can be done elemen-

tarily using the results of §4. Moreover, the process (which works in the formal

case too) could have some independent interest.

To do this we need some previous remarks and lemmas. In the sequel we

use primes to indicate the analytic version of a result of §§1 or 2, e.g., Theorem

(1.9)' means the analytic version of Theorem 1.9.

Remark 5.2. There is a definition similar to 5.1, but, without the equisingu-

lar condition. In this case it is known that an analytic versal deformation (D, hx)

exists; moreover, D is a regular ring ([6], [12]). In both cases the definition of

versality is weaker than that of 5.1 (namely in (5.1)(a) is assumed that / = r(A)

and A' = C), and in [12] only regular "parameter" rings are used, but these results

will be sufficient for our needs.

Lemma 5.3. Let c = (n; ßx,. .., ßg) be a characteristic, R(c) = R = {it,

• • ■ > fm}> /o g C{x, y} associated with the parametrization (tn, tPl + ZieR\it')

and assume ch(/0) = c. Let B = C{zh - .x,m - X,m}, gx EB{x, y} be

associated with (tn, tßi + S^z^'). Then gx is an equisingular deformation of

f0 over B, and (B, gt) satisfies Definition 5.1(a).

Proof. It is obvious that gt is equisingular. To check (a), let     B —*■ A',

a: A —*A' and /G A{x, y} (an equisingular deformation of/0) be given and as-

sume $'*(g) and a*(f) are similar. We may assume, after replacing/by its simi-

lar uf (u a suitable unit in A{x, y}), that (writing/' = <**(/)) there is an auto-

morphism of A'{x, y} (given by </>', A' G A'{x, y}) such that f'(<p'(x, y), A'(x, y))

has the parametrization (tn,P\t) = tßl + Z/eÄa)/')» where a\ = ^'(z,). Lift

(/, A') to an automorphism <$, A of A{x, y] and consider fx = ffa, A). Let (/",

ip) be a parametrization of fx. We may assume (after replacing, if necessary, t by

St, 5" = 1, by using Proposition (1.11)') that tp reduces to P' over A'. Thus, we

get a homomorphism A{tn, <p}     A'{tn, P'}. Using (2.13)', we write A{tn, v>} =

A{t",P), with P{t) = tßl + ZieRaft{. By the uniqueness assertion in (2.13)'(a),

we get q(P) = P', i.e., a(at) = a'(,iER. By (2.13)'(b),/x is similar to the series

associated with (tn,P). Now it is clear that the homomorphism uV: B —+ A de-

fined by vV(zf.) = Oj satisfies the required conditions.
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Lemma 5.4. Let f0 be an irreducible series in C{x, y], A a reduced ring in

H,fEA {x, y} a deformation of f0 over A. Assume that as a formal deformation

f is equisingular. Then as an analytic deformation f is equisingular.

Proof. We may assume, interchanging x and y if necessary, that the 7-axis

is not tangent to f0. By the preparation theorem we may also assume

0)       f(x,y) = yn+Al(x)y"-i + ... + A„(x);    At(x) EA{x}.

By assumption,/has an equisingular parametrization x = t",y = <f(t) G

-<4[|/]]. It follows from (1) that ip is integral over A[t]. Then, by Remark 4.2(c),

ip G A{t}. The lemma is now clear.

We need the following lemma on formal deformations.

Lemma 5.5. Let /G A[[x, y]] be a deformation of a formal branch /„. As-

sume (a) A is an integral domain, (b) the series f (regarded as an element of

K[[x, y]], where K is an algebraic closure of A) is irreducible and ch(/0) = ch(/).

Then fis an equisingular deformation off0.

Proof. The proof is by induction on a(/0) (cf. Remark 3.8). Assume

°ifo) = 0» i-e-,/o is nonsingular. Then in f(x, y) = 'Za^'y1 either ai0 or a0l is

a unit. If, say, a01 is a unit, then by solving y in terms of x we get a parametri-

zation which clearly is equisingular.

Assume now o(/0) = r and the lemma true for a <r. Let ch(/0) = (n;

j31,.. . , ßg). We may assume (after a change of variables with coefficients in A

if necessary) that

(2) f = y"+h, o(h)>n.

(In fact, clearly we may assume / = /„ + . .. , where /„ = an0x" + .. . + yn,

aifEA. As / G K[[x, y]] is a branch, fn = (y- ax)" ,aEK. But then not =

±ai,n-i> i-e-> otEA. Now the contention is clear.) Consider the proper trans-

form /' of /. It is a deformation of /<J (the proper transform of /0) "centered at

the origin" (by (2)). Let (tn, <p), (t", <p0) be parametrizations of/and /„, respec-

tively. We distinguish two cases:

(a) 2n<ß1. In this case, (tn, t~n<p) (resp. t", t~"f>0) is a parametrization

of/' (resp. f'Q), satisfying 0(t~\) < n (resp. O(r"^0) < n), i.e. ch(r", t~H<p) =

chf/') (resp. ch(r", rw<p0) = chf^)). Then it is clear that ch(/') = c\i(f'0), and

by induction (note a(f'ü) <r) /' is equisingular. Then, by Proposition 1.11,

(tn, t~"y>) is an equisingular parametrization; hence, (t", <p) is an equisingular para-

metrization of /

(b) In > 0,. In this case t~n<p(t) = atßl + .. . , 0 # a G K, and rntft) =

Xf 1 + . . . , X 0, 0 ^ X G k. By "inverting" (i.e., passing to parametrizations

GKt), tßl), (^0(t), t01) of/' and/,J and using the inversion formula) we see that

ch(/') = chf/o). Hence, by 1.11, ^(t) EA[[t]] and (^(t), t01) is an equisingu-
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lar parametrization. Then clearly its "inversion" (tn, t~n<p) is a parametrization

in the sense of Definition 1.3 and ch(r", t~"ip) = ch(r", t~" res(i^)). From this

it follows that (t", <p) is an equisingular parametrization of /, and the lemma is

proved.

Finally we need the following well-known result:

Lemma 5.6. Let A E H, U = r(A), B = C{xx.xn}, a: A —* B be an

injective homomorphism, and assume the induced linear map a: WW" —► WH2

is injective. Then (i) a has a retraction, (ii) S: Ä —*B is injective, (hi) ,4 is regular.

Now we are ready to prove

Theorem 5.7. Let /„ E C{x, y] be irreducible. Then there is an analytic

versal equisingular deformation (E, h) where E is a regular ring.

Proof. First of all, we may .replace f0 by f'ü such that C{x, y}/f0 «

C{x, y}lf'0 and work with this new /0'. Thus, we may assume f0 to be as follows.

Let c = (n\ ßx, . . . , ßg) be the characteristic of f0, d = degree of conductor of

c, 5 the semigroup associated with c, and R = {iE Z/ßx <i <d,iE S}. Then

f0 is associated (see (1.10)) with a parametrization

(3) x = tn, y=EV'-

Let (D, hx) be a (nonequisingular) analytic versal deformation of f0. Consi-

der the couple (B, gx) of Lemma 5.3. Then by versality there is a homomorphism

ip: D—*B such that <p*ihx) is similar to gx. Let P= Ker <p, E = D/?, U: D —►

E be the quotient map, h = n*(nj). We shall see that (E, h) is equisingular versal.

To see that it is equisingular, by Lemma 5.4 it is enough to check that the

formal deformation iE, h) is equisingular. By Lemma 5.5, it is enough to check

that h E K[[x, y]] (K an algebraic closure of E) is irreducible, and ch(«) and

ch(/0) are the same. But let /: E = Dig —► B be the injective map induced by <p.

Then j*(h) is similar to gx which is an equisingular deformation of /„. If Kx is

an algebraic closure of B, then it follows: (i) h E K^x, y]] is irreducible, and

(ii) ch(«) (computed using Kx) agrees with ch(/0). It is clear that (i) and (ii) are

still true for h E K[[x, y]]. This shows that h is equisingular.

Next, we see that /: E —* B has a retraction p. By Lemma 5.6 it is enough

to check that the linear map of tangent spaces (WU2)' —■*■ (M/M2)' (W = rad(ß),

M - rad(/l), a prime denotes dual vector space) is surjective. By the isomorphism

(natural in REH) (rad i?/(rad R)2)' » Hom(K, C[e]), it is enough to verify: given

a homomorphism y: E —*■ C[e], then there is a homomorphism ß: B —> C[e] such

that ßj - y. But consider the deformation (over C[e]) y*Qi). By Lemma 53,

there is ß: B —> C[e] such that ß*(gx) is similar to y*(h). Then (/^""(«^ is simi-

lar to (yll)*^^. By the versality of (D, hx) (property (b) in the definition),
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7II = ßp, i.e., 7II = J3/TI. Hence, 7 = ßj because n is surjective.

Now we check property (a) in Definition 5.1. Consider the diagram (with

solid arrows)

VA'
A —>AII = A'

a

(a is the quotient map) and deformations/(over A) and /' (over A') of /0; we

assume /' is similar to both a*(f) and (<p')*Qi). We want to construct <p such

that the diagram commutes and ip*(h) is similar to /. Let    = <pp. Then by

Lemma 5.3, there is 1//: ß —*■ A such that ii*(g{) is similar to/and aip = ty'. It

is now clear that <p = ipj is a homomorphism as we wanted.

To verify property (b) (in Definition 5.1) for (E, h) we must verify: given

7, 7': E —* C[e], if 7*(/i) is similar to y'*Qi) then 7 = 7'. But if y*(h) is similar

to y*(h), then (yllfQi^ is similar to (7'n)*(«j). By versality of (£>, /i,), 71I =

7'n; hence, 7 = 7' since II is surjective.

That E is regular follows from Lemma 5.6. In fact, we saw already that the

conditions of 5.6 hold for /: E —► B.

Remark 5.8. The results presented in this section remain valid in the for-

mal case over a field k algebraically closed of characteristic zero. Precisely:

(a) There is a formal versal (not equisingular) deformation of a formal

branch /0. Moreover, over C, the-pair 0, ht) is such a versal object. (In fact,

let gx,. . . , gs be elements of k[[x, y]], inducing a basis of the vector space

k[[x, y]]/I, where / = (f0, dfjbx, hfjhy).  Then the deformation over

k[[t1,... ,ts]] of equation /0 + SJ=1 ffgf is versal. In the analytic case the con-

struction is similar.) See [6] and [12].

(b) The formal versions of Lemmas 5.3, 5.6 and Theorem 5.7 remain valid

with similar proofs. This gives a proof of the existence of a hull for the functor

P(see Corollary 2.9) independent of Schlessinger's criterion.

Now we want to compare the analytic and formal deformations of/0.

Theorem 5.9. Let /0, (E, h) be as in Theorem 5.7. 77ie« (E, h) is a formal

versal equisingular deformation of f0 & C[[x, y]].

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 5.7, we may assume that f0 is associ-

ated to the parametrization (3) of that proof. Then, as remarked in 5.8(b), and

using the notation of Theorem 5.7, if <p: D —* B is induced by ip by completing,

Q = Ker(ip), and nx: D —*• D/Q = E', then (E\ n*(/ij)) is a versal formal equisin-

gular deformation of /„. To prove the theorem it will suffice to verify P= ?D =

Q. But we have a diagram
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B

0-+ P—>£>-+£■—>0

t
0

with exact row and column. Completing, and using Lemma 5.6(ii), we get a dia-

gram with the same exactness properties

0—► ?-+D-+E->0

t
0

which shows that P = Q. The theorem is proved.
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